For over 20 years dex products has offered a wide range of award-winning
comfort and safety products for babies, toddlers, children and parents.
With a focus on ease-of-use and safety, we aim to make raising a child as
safe and comfortable as possible. And all products are guaranteed for life!

changing
deluxe wipe warmer
Pamper your baby with warm, cozy wipes.
Our insulated container warms from the top
down, preventing the browning and drying
out of wipes. Holds over 100 baby wipes. Low
voltage for added safety. Best of all, no hidden
charges like expensive “freshening pillows”
that need to be purchased and added every 3
months.
WWTH-01

ultra wipe warmer
The ultra wipe warmer keeps wipes toasty and
locks in moisture, so there is no browning and
no drying out… guaranteed! Viewing window
shows when to refill wipes. Features a built-in
changing light so baby won’t be disturbed by
bright room lights during nighttime changes.
Light shuts off automatically after 10 minutes.
Low voltage for added safety.
WWCL-01

space saver™ wipe warmer
The space saver wipe warmer dispenses
warm, toasty wipes with no browning and
no drying out… guaranteed. Our innovative
vertical design saves valuable space on your
changing table or dresser. Use the built-in
changing light so baby won’t be disturbed by
bright room lights during nighttime changes.
Light shuts off automatically after 10 minutes.
Low voltage for added safety.
WWSS

changing
the spin changing station
Spins around for quick and easy access to all
your diaper changing essientials. Holds more
of what you need, including value size items!
Perfect way to organizer your changing table.
SPIN

playard organizer
The playard organizer provides quick access to the baby’s critical items. Attach it to
any portable playard to neatly store diapers,
wipes, lotions, creams, clothes, and toys no
matter where you are.
BPOP

changing
nursery organizer (white)
New design has a shelf for your wipe warmer!
Attaches easily and securely to changing
tables, dressers, or walls. Convenient pockets
and shelves provide easy access to diapers,
wipes, lotions, creams and toys.
BPOWW

nursery organizer (gray)
New design has a shelf for your wipe warmer!
Attaches easily and securely to changing
tables, dressers, or walls. Convenient pockets
and shelves provide easy access to diapers,
wipes, lotions, creams and toys.
BPOWWG

changing
closet cubby
The perfect way to make the most of your
closet space. Neatly stores your baby’s clothes
and essentials. Hangs from ANY closet rod.
Features 6 reinforced shelves, 8 roomy mesh
pockets, and holds over 50 pounds. Top
shelves are perfect for smaller items.
50”h x 11”w x 11”d.
BPOCC

safety changing pad
This contoured pad transforms any flat
surface into a safe changing place. Waterresistant cover cleans up quickly and easily.
Non-allergenic. Safety straps and non-skid
bottom for added safety.
Standard size: 16” x 32”.
SCP-FR

feeding
dura bib™ big mouth (small)
Patented “Catch-All” pocket prevents typical
messes and is Guaranteed Leak-Proof!
Soft yet durable surface, unsnaps and wipes
off easily for quick clean up anywhere.
Dishwasher safe. For ages 3-12 months.
DBBMS

dura bib™ big mouth (large)
Patented “Catch-All” pocket prevents typical
messes and is Guaranteed Leak-Proof!
Soft yet durable surface, unsnaps and wipes
off easily for quick clean up anywhere.
Dishwasher safe. For ages 6+ months.
DBBML

dura bib™ big mouth (large)
Patented “Catch-All” pocket prevents typical
messes and is Guaranteed Leak-Proof!
Soft yet durable surface, unsnaps and wipes
off easily for quick clean up anywhere.
Dishwasher safe. For ages 6+ months.
DBBM8

feeding
dura bib™ (small)
Patented “Catch-All” pocket prevents typical
messes and is Guaranteed Leak-Proof!
Soft yet durable surface, unsnaps and wipes
off easily for quick clean up anywhere.
Dishwasher safe. For ages 3-12 months.
DBS-01

dura bib™ (large)
Patented “Catch-All” pocket prevents typical
messes and is Guaranteed Leak-Proof!
Soft yet durable surface, unsnaps and wipes
off easily for quick clean up anywhere.
Dishwasher safe. For ages 6+ months.
DBL-01

dura bib™ geo (large)
Patented “Catch-All” pocket prevents typical
messes and is Guaranteed Leak-Proof!
Soft yet durable surface, unsnaps and wipes
off easily for quick clean up anywhere.
Dishwasher safe. For ages 6+ months.
DBL-G

feeding
travel bottle warmer
Plugs into the car lighter adaptor and warms
baby’s bottle or jar of food in minutes. Made
of durable plastic with adjustable heating
band that fits all standard baby bottles and
baby food jars. Features safety switch that
automatically turns warmer off when bottle is
removed. LED on/off indicator light.
BW-02

safety
convertible crib safety rail
Transitions child from crib to toddler bed.
The reinforced anchor system secures the
safety rail firmly against the mattress and
fits all convertible cribs. Safety rail folds
down and out of the way when not in use.
Quick and easy assembly with no tools
required. The rail measures 33” x 16”.
Patent pending.
BRCC

safe sleeper™ bed rail
Extra tall for added safety and fits all mattresses.
The reinforced anchor strap positions the
bed rail firmly against the mattress and will
adjust to fit from twin to king. Bed rail folds
down and out of the way when not in use.
New design assembles in seconds with no
tools required! ASTM Compliant.
Rail measures 36” x 17.5”.
BR36

safety
safe sleeper™ bed rail
Extra tall for added safety and fits all mattresses.
The reinforced anchor strap positions the
bed rail firmly against the mattress and will
adjust to fit from twin to king. Bed rail folds
down and out of the way when not in use.
New design assembles in minutes with no
tools required! ASTM Compliant.
Rail measures 43” x 20”.
BR43

safe sleeper™ universal bed rail
The ONLY bed rail that works with all beds,
even platform beds -- GUARANTEED. Extra
tall for added safety and fit all mattresses.
The reinforced anchor strap positions the
bed rail firmly against the mattress and will
adjust to fit from twin to king. Bed rail folds
down and out of the way when not in use.
New design assembles in seconds with no
tools required! ASTM Compliant.
Rail measures 36” x 18”.
BRHH36

sound soother teddy bear
4 soothing sounds
•
•
•
•

mom’s heartbeat
babbling brook
summer night
ocean surf

2 timer settings
• 15 or 60 minutes

• Velcro straps allow you to securely attach
it to crib, or wherever you need it.
CSS-BR

sound soother giraffe
4 soothing sounds
•
•
•
•

mom’s heartbeat
babbling brook
summer night
ocean surf

2 timer settings
• 15 or 60 minutes

• Velcro straps allow you to securely attach
it to crib, or wherever you need it.
CSS-GI

sleeping

bedtime buddy
The bedtime buddy is the ideal bedtime
companion for your little one. With four
soothing sounds and two timer settings, this
little lamb will be your best friend come nap
time. Available as a Sheep and Teddy Bear.
Uses three AAA batteries (included)

4 soothing sounds
•
•
•
•

Mom’s Heartbeat
Babbling Brook
Summer Night
Ocean Surf

2 timer settings
• 15 or 60 minutes
BUDDY, BUDDY-S, BUDDY-B

sleeping
safe lift crib wedge
Gently elevates baby’s head and torso.
Non-skid bottom holds safe lift crib wedge
firmly in place. Fits all cribs and toddler
beds. Easy to clean, waterproof cover.
SL-01, SL-PDQ, and FSL-01

pregnancy pillow
The pregnancy pillow lifts and supports
abdomen throughout pregnancy. Its wedge
design provides a gentle cradling effect that
promotes maximum comfort and helps mom
get the sleep she and baby need so much.
PP-01

Lifetime guarantee!
Day Dreamer is the ultimate sleeper for your little one!
Offering the perfect incline for napping or lounging, Day Dreamer is the most comfortable and versatile infant sleeper
on the market today. Before Day Dreamer, finding a safe napping or lounging area outside of the nursery was difficult
because moving portable play yards or bassinets around the house was so cumbersome. That’s why Day Dreamer
was invented, so that you can be with your baby, while still being able to enjoy doing all the other things you like to do.
Whether you are exercising, working on your computer, or just reading your favorite book, you can be assured your
precious one will feel like he or she is still being held snugly in your arms because Day Dreamer’s ergonomic design
is so incredibly comfy. This means a happier and more rested baby that will always be safely within your sight.
Day Dreamer’s ventilated core and moisture-wicking fabrics help keep your baby cooler by preventing unwanted
heat build-up, and the unique seating design insures that soft toys and teethers will stay cleaner by preventing them
from dropping over the sides and onto the floor. Day Dreamer utilizes an ultra-stable base that rests securely on the
ground, so you never have to worry about your baby’s safety. Day Dreamer also features an exclusive one-handrelease safety harness, that is the safest and easiest to use release system on the market today.

Day Dreamer… the all-in-one sleep solution to
help your baby rest…so you can, too!

day dreamer (solid ecru cover)
infant sleep perfected
• Cradles baby at a comfortable 28º incline
• Longer Sleep, Night & Day
• Breathable inner shell
• Waterproof seating area
• Superior ventilation
• Machine washable cover
• For Ages 0+ months
DD2-ECU

day dreamer (2 tone gray cover)
infant sleep perfected
• Cradles baby at a comfortable 28º incline
• Longer Sleep, Night & Day
• Breathable inner shell
• Waterproof seating area
• Superior ventilation
• Machine washable cover
• For Ages 0+ months
DD2-GRY

day dreamer (solid gray cover)
infant sleep perfected
• Cradles baby at a comfortable 28º incline
• Longer Sleep, Night & Day
• Breathable inner shell
• Waterproof seating area
• Superior ventilation
• Machine washable cover
• For Ages 0+ months
DD2-DRK

MilkBank

™

For Moms who want “the best” for their baby
oxygen-free breastmilk storage
Current breastmilk storage methods allow oxygen to degrade nutrients and taste. Our patented new
system removes the air, keeping the milk fresher, longer. More nutrients means healthier babies.
Fresher taste means less rejection.

insulated feeding bottles
Our new, patented insulated feeding bottle keeps milk or formula warm (even for slow eaters), which is
clinically proven healthiest for babies. Plus, the same bottle that is used for oxygen-free storage is also
used for feeding. No milk transfer… no mess… no waste.

vented feeding bottles
Most feeding bottles allow the nipple to collapse during feeding, which frustrates baby, and can cause
inner ear problems, as well as gas, burping, and spitting up. Fully vented feeding bottles currently on the
market do stop nipple collapse, however they have numerous parts that are hard to clean… plus they
leak. Our patented, vented feeding bottle eliminates nipple collapse, with fewer parts and is
guaranteed leak-proof!

FREE OF

					
PHTHALATES,
						
In our continuing effort to provide safe products
PVC, and BPA
						to our customers, all dexbaby items are free of
						PVC, phthalates, lead, and BPA.

vacuum storage system for breastmilk

vacuum pump

MilkBank

™

vacuum storage system for breastmilk

Clinically proven healthiest
way to store breastmilk
Why is it healthiest?
MilkBank delivers the freshest breastmilk
possible... and fresh breastmilk is the most
nutritious for baby.
• It is clinically proven that ANY level of oxygen
exposure begins to spoil breastmilk. For best
nutrition, freshly pumped breastmilk should be
fed immediately or stored in MilkBank’s vacuumsealed storage bottles for later feeding.

vacuum storage cap

What about traditional methods such as
bags and bottles?
Both simply store breastmilk, but do not properly
preserve breastmilk because both trap harmful
oxygen when sealed.
Why do babies sometimes reject traditionally
stored breastmilk?
Oxygen exposure distorts the flavor of breastmilk,
thereby causing the rejection.

storage/feeding bottle

Whether you store for an hour or up to 6 months,
MilkBank will insure that your baby is provided
the highest quality breastmilk possible.

FREE OF

PHTHALATES,
PVC, and BPA

vacuum storage system for breastmilk

MilkBank

™

NEW!

vacuum storage system for breastmilk

Patented

Technology

MilkBank

™

BPA

free

Clinically proven healthiest way to store breastmilk
Protects vital nutrients…preserves flavor
Perfect for refrigerator or your freezer
Same bottle used for storage & feeding
LEAK-PROOF Guaranteed!
Includes:

1- vacuum pump
3- vacuum storage caps
1- 2.5oz storage/feeding bottle
2- 4.5oz storage/feeding bottles
1- outer insulating bottle with stage 1 nipple & dome
MBSK

MilkBank

™

vacuum storage bottles & caps

2.5oz storage bottles (3-pack)
Compatible with both our vacuum storage system
and insulated feeding bottles.
0-3 months
MBSB-3S

MilkBank

™

vacuum storage bottles & caps

4.5oz storage bottles (3-pack)
Compatible with both our vacuum storage system
and insulated feeding bottles.
3+ months
MBSB-3L

insulated feeding bottles

MilkBank

™

insulated feeding bottles

Clinically shown healthiest
for feeding newborns

insert inner bottle into
outer insulating bottle

MilkBank

Insulated design for best
nutritional absorption

™

Triple-vented system for
smoother milk flow

MilkBank

™

Eliminates nipple collapse
PA free
B

PA free
B

102

Ideal feeding temperature
98 F - 102 F

˚

100

˚

˚

milk temperature F

LEAK-PROOF
Guaranteed!

triple-vented™
anti-colic technology™

fully vented™
anti-colic technology™

98

Why is it healthiest?
It’s clinically proven that milk or formula kept
warm throughout the entire feeding provides
superior nutritional absorption.
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MilkBank™ insulated feeding bottles
vs.
Traditional bottles
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How does it work?
MilkBank’s unique design keeps milk warm
by insulating its inner bottle with air, or with
warm water for longer feedings.
Safer than glass bottles

insulated feeding bottles

MilkBank

™

insulated feeding bottles

2.5oz feeding bottles (2-pack)
Insulated design for best nutritional absorption.
Triple-vented system for smoother milk flow.
Compatible with our vacuum storage system.
As baby’s needs grow, move to our 4.5oz
insulated feeding bottle.

MilkBank

™

0-3 months
Includes stage 1 nipples (slow flow)
MBNFS-2S

NEW!
Patented

Technology

PA free
B

triple-vented™
anti-colic technology™

MilkBank

™

insulated feeding bottles

4.5oz feeding bottles (single or 3-pack)
Insulated design for best nutritional absorption.
Triple-vented system for smoother milk flow.
Compatible with our vacuum storage system.
3+ months

MilkBank

™

PA free
B

triple-vented™
anti-colic technology™

Includes stage 1 nipples (slow flow)
MBNFS-1L & MBNFS-3L

vented feeding bottles

MilkBank

™

Air intake

A ir b
ypas
ses
milk

Vented air

vented feeding bottles

Triple-vented to prevent colic,
spit-up, burping and gas

Eliminates nipple collapse
Air intake

Less parts…easy to use,
easy to clean
LEAK-PROOF
Guaranteed!

NEW!
Patented

Technology

COMPATIBLE WITH

MilkBank

™

vacuum storage system

Triple-vented, anti-colic
Delivers unrestricted milk flow to prevent colic, spit-up, burping, gas, and fluid in the ear.
Result…a happier, less fussy baby.

Less parts…easy to clean
Other vented bottles contain numerous parts that require a special cleaning brush. MilkBank is
100% dishwasher safe and does not require a cleaning brush. Clean up is quick and easy.

LEAK-PROOF…guaranteed!
Other bottles leak because they vent air thru their threads. MilkBank bottles will NEVER leak
because air is vented thru our patented leak-proof filter system.

Safer than glass bottles

vented feeding bottles

MilkBank

™

vented feeding bottles
5oz feeding bottles (single)

Triple-vented system for smoother milk flow.
Compatible with our vacuum storage system.
LEAK-PROOF Guaranteed!
Includes stage 1 nipple (slow flow)
MBIFS-1S

MilkBank

™

vented feeding bottles
5oz feeding bottles (3-pack)

Triple-vented system for smoother milk flow.
Compatible with our vacuum storage system.
LEAK-PROOF Guaranteed!
Includes stage 1 nipples (slow flow)

MilkBankMilkBank
MilkBank
™

™

™

PA free
B

PA free
B

triple-vented
anti-colic technology™
™

triple-vented™
anti-colic technology™

PA free
B

triple-vented™
anti-colic technology™

MBIFS-3S

silicone nipples

M
ilkBank
silicone nipples

™

stage 1 - slow flow (3-pack)
Recommended for newborn babies 0-3 months.
Compatible with both our insulated and vented
feeding bottles.
LEAK-PROOF Guaranteed!
MBSN-31

M
ilkBank
silicone nipples

™

stage 2 - medium flow (3-pack)
Recommended for babies 3+ months.
Compatible with both our insulated and vented
feeding bottles.
LEAK-PROOF Guaranteed!
MBSN-32

M
ilkBank
silicone nipples

™

stage 3 - fast flow (3-pack)
Recommended for babies 6+ months.
Compatible with both our insulated and vented
feeding bottles.
LEAK-PROOF Guaranteed!
MBSN-33

M
ilkBank
silicone nipples

™

stage 4 - maximum flow (3-pack)
Recommended for thicker liquids and juices.
Compatible with both our insulated and vented
feeding bottles.
LEAK-PROOF Guaranteed!
MBSN-34

